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VIBRATIONAL NUMBERS
F.A.Q.
Q1. What are vibrational numbers?
Answer: Vibrational numbers are a sequence of numbers that
are calculated based on your DAY and MONTH of birth. These
numbers are representatives of your unique vibrational
signature frequency.

Q2. How are the vibrational numbers calculated?
Answer: These numbers are determined from a complex
calculation. Basically, it is adding and subtracting and abit of
reducing, and multiplication if required. Some of you will have
4, 5 to 6 numbers. I calculate these numbers on the DAY and
MONTH of your birth. The DAY and MONTH of your conception.
That is the time, you were being prepared but not physically
born yet. You were conceived to be created. The stars, planets
and sun were all at particular momentum orbit; what is known
as space time. That means at that particular time, you had a
certain energetic high number associated to you. The reason
why the HOUR and YEAR is not important because once you
have the DAY and MONTH, the calculation becomes easily more
precise and it is less time. A month is 30 days and a year is 365
days. The hour goes in seconds and minutes so it will be
complicated. I do the numbers to a specific calculation so it is
more accurate and you get better results. What I also do is
incorporate master numbers as well.
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Q4. What are master numbers?
Answer: Master numbers are determined from numerology
which is the science of numbers. I incorporate master
numbers to raise each individual's energies or vibrational
energy to a higher level.
They are 8, 10, 22, 33, 44 and 11. These are universal numbers.
That means they vibrate intensely at a vibrational frequency
in line with money.

Q5. Can my vibrational numbers change over time?
Answer: When I calculate your numbers, these numbers can
change depending on the frequency you are emitting. Keep
in mind, once you start to open your subconscious mind, you
will realise the gifts and abilities, you have. One of my gifts is
that I am very sensitive to energies around me. I could pick
up people's energy; I can help raise people's vibration; I can
even help people manifest their desires. Basically to make the
story short, somebody has low energy, I can help elevate their
energy, I can help them. I can basically make somebody
believe that when they don't believe in their own self. That is
the gift that I have. When I pick up energy, what I do your
numbers, I am feeling your energy emittance at that
particular time. and I will give you the numbers

Q6. Can I get vibrational numbers from you again?
Answer: At this time, it is better to stick to the first set of
vibrational numbers that were given to you and focus on
them.
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Q7. How did you create the method to calculate
vibrational numbers?
Answer: I use the four energy dynamic forces of the
universe or otherwise known as the EDF. The first is Energy,
second is Vibration, three is Frequency and fourth is
Magnetism. The universe and everything else is made up of
energy. And energy is vibrational frequencies,
electromagnetic frequencies and magnetism. I calculate this
numbers based on day and month of birth because
mathematics is the universal language of the universe.
Angels communicate to us through numbers or synchronicity
and numbers carry really unusual high frequencies. These
numbers are energies are just like anything else, Numbers
vibrate at a high energy,

They vibrate along the same lines

as money. The lottery system uses numbers to attract to
tickets. They use numbers to win tickets. These numbers are
no coincidence then these numbers are there for a reason.
I have used vibrational numbers for four years. I first started
it as a theory and then when i started to win, and i knew it
was working. According to Quantum Mechanics, everything in
the universe is energy; it has vibration frequencies and
signatures

Q8. How do I use them to play in lottery numbers
Answer: Play those numbers only if you feel confident
and good about it. The vibrational numbers won't work
if you aren't emitting high positive energies.
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Q9. Can I request numbers for a family member or a
friend?
Answer: Yes, you may but only you can play those numbers for
them. They can't. When you asked for their vibrational numbers,
Mark is responding to the energy emittance of yourself as well.
Alternatively, you can get them to come and join our group and
put a request for the numbers themselves.

Q10. Do vibrational numbers change if someone dies?
Answer: Yes, the vibrational numbers change once the body
wears old and dies but the soul lives on but will emit a different
vibrational frequency.

Q11. If someone has the same birthday as me, would
we share the same vibrational numbers?
Answer: No, both of you won't have the same vibrational
numbers given. Every individual emits an unique energy
frequency at the time, as Mark responds to and uses it for
calculation.
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